Senior Developer
Permanent full-time position
Glasgows, Unit 5, Centurion Court, Farington, Leyland, Lancashire, PR25 3UQ
www.glasgows.co.uk

Who are you?
We’re looking for an enthusiastic Senior Developer to join our talented team,
supporting us in delivering our impressive and increasing portfolio of work. You will
report directly to the Head of Digital, working as part of the digital team and wider
project delivery teams to translate project or business needs into client-friendly
functions that will expand our digital services. You will be confident in your ability
to interpret client briefs and communicate solutions in a clear and concise manner.
You should have extensive knowledge of programming languages, the software
development life-cycle, and the ability to work in a team environment to varying
deadlines. You should be a highly motivated individual with a desire to continually
improve your coding and design skills.

Who are we?
Glasgows is one of the UK’s leading event, digital and video agencies. We are
based in Leyland, Lancashire and have a large and varied client portfolio and a
well-established track record spanning the last 34 years, specialising in live events.

The role
You will provide support to the Head of Digital in the day-to-day management and
development of the digital team. As a Senior Developer, you will lead on
development projects for some of our largest client accounts and most complex
projects; delivering to a high standard, taking pride in your work, and contributing
to the development of new ideas / concepts for integration into our digital

services. You will also be responsible for updating our current digital applications,
as well as developing, validating and implementing new features and functions.
This is an exciting opportunity for an individual who will thrive under pressure,
relish a fast-paced environment and take interest in varied work from our diverse
range of clients.
Key responsibilities include:
-

-

-

Working with the project team(s) to develop the best systems to support each
project, based on the requirements of each project
Take responsibility for the management and delivery of high-profile software
development projects within the agreed timescales and budgetary constraints
Prepare and deliver on-site training on the company’s in-house software
systems as required to meet the needs of the users
Provide regular analysis of company operating procedures, providing
recommendations (fully costed where necessary) for system developments to
increase efficiency and/or improve our service offerings/delivery
Take responsibility for the setup and delivery of online registration mini –
websites within agreed timescales
Proactively seek to further expand skills base / crossover with other members of
the team in line with the changing needs of the events market
Proactively develop the company internal electronic systems and procedures to
improve efficiency and service offerings to both our clients and our internal
users.
As part of the delivery team, attend events as a digital technician to monitor
and manage Glasgows digital products in use at events
Review and research new innovations and services to ensure the continued
growth and success of the company.

Developer Requirements:
-

Bachelor's degree in computer science or related degree
Knowledge of the software development life-cycle
Comfortable with GIT for branched continuous deployment
The desire to work in a fast-paced environment
Ability to develop unit testing of code components or complete applications
Creativity is always a plus
Must be a full-stack developer (LAMP) Experience in delivering a variety of
software development projects as a senior developer
Full understanding of Object Orientated code.

-

Deep understanding of a variety of programming patterns such as MVC,
Dependency Injection, Adaptor, Observer, etc

-

Ability to debug, and understand, complex MySQL queries

-

Understanding of ORM’s (Eloquent knowledge would be a plus)

-

Knowledge of NodeJS would be a major plus

This role comes with the opportunity to attend events held across the UK. The
ability to travel and stay overnight on occasions is required.

What we’re offering
The position carries an excellent package, expected to be in the region of £35K to
£40K (pro rata) depending on experience, plus benefits including a contributory
pension scheme and non-contractual profit-related bonus scheme. The post is
based at our main office in Leyland however, under current lockdown
circumstances, the ability to work from home is required.

Interested?
If you possess these skills and would enjoy working in a friendly environment as
part of a hard-working team, then we want to hear from you.
Please email your CV, including details pertaining to the skills/experience
requirements above, along with the names of two referees from your
present/previous employment to g@glasgows.co.uk.
All applications will be treated with confidentiality.

Glasgows is an equal opportunities employer and welcomes all applications.

